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HYBRID TEA & FLORIBUNDA 
HYBRID TEA. These roses have a classical formal shaped bloom with pointed petals and symmetrical shape. With 

usually one flower per stem, they are ideal for picking. Mostly taller in height, hybrid teas are great towards the 

back of a border or in a formal rose garden. For best results these should be dead headed in summer and pruned 

in winter to maximise blooming. 

FLORIBUNDA. These roses have an abundance of flowers hence on one stem you can average up to 10 or 12 

flowers. Some flowers are of hybrid tea shape and form (and smaller in size), but most floribundas are of looser 

more open petalled form. Floribundas are ideal for borders and hedges and are good for floral work. They can 

be pruned like hybrid teas or trimmed with hedge shears. 
VARIETY TYPE ORDERED  DESCRIPTION 

A GARDENER’S DREAM FL 

 

NEW IN 

2021 

10MA  Charming clusters of fragrant apricot blooms with vintage ruffle form. An 

easy-care plant, this multiple flowering beauty lives up to its name in 

every way, making it a gardener’s dream! Bred by Bob Matthews and 

named specially for Wanganui Garden Centre to celebrate both family 

businesses growing gorgeous gardens together since 1947. 

A MOMENT IN TIME  10MA  Elegant blush champagne blooms make this easy care rose bred by 

Bob Matthews an exquisite creation. With fragrance, new vintage 

flower form, healthy vigour, and foliage it is ideal for your garden or 

picking for a bouquet. Repeat flowering, the blooms can also have 

hints of soft apricot in spring and autumn. Approx 1m.  

ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS 

 

FL 10SR  An exceptional rose of butter gold, appealing old fashioned form, a 

strong liquorice fragrance, wonderful health. Height 1m. Strong 

fragrance. 

AMBERLIGHT HT 5SR  A beautiful blend of apricot and pink, well-formed blooms with a light 

fragrance. Repeat flowering on a healthy bush. 1.2m. 

AOTEAROA HT 5SR  Creamy pink blooms, strong fragrance, strong stems on good healthy 

bush. Repeats well. 

AUCKLAND METRO HT 5SR  Creamy white fragrant flowers, strong, vigorous bush. Repeat 

flowering.  

BELLE DU JOUR 

 

 

 

 

FL 

 

NEW 

5MA 

 

 

 

 

 

 A scrumptiously fruity perfume emanates from clusters of cupped 

yellow blooms, with petal tips occasionally brushed with warm pink. 

Winner of UK Rose of the Year 2020 this repeat flowering, extremely 

healthy, easy care bushy plant was created in France by Delbard 

Roses. 

BENSON & HEDGE  5SR  A bright yellow bloom that can have a flush of red. Fragrant. Hybrid 

tea rose. H 45cm x W 50cm.  

BERRY NICE 

 

 10MA 

 

 

 

 

 

 Dazzling shades of berry magenta-pink flowers smother this bushy 

easy-care plant. Makes a show stopping display all season. Award 

Winner. 1m. 

BEST FRIEND  5GA  HT. Very fragrant double flowers of unusual deep pink. Upright 

growth. Height 1.5m  
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BEST WISHES FL 10SR  Stunning bright yellow flowers, super healthy, repeats well. 1m.  

BIG PURPLE HT 10SR  Fragrant strong magenta-purple, glossy foliage, great for picking. 

BLACK BEAUTY HT 20SR  it appears ebony black in the bud stage and then opens to reveal a 

rich scarlet. Mild fragrance that blooms continuously throughout the 

season. 

BLACKBERRY NIP HT 20SR 

 

 Deep purple rose that everyone should grow for the colour or 

powerful fragrance. Single blooms start with the traditional HT shape 

before opening out flat with a quartered appearance. A medium 

growing rose to around 1.2m. 

BLUE MOON  20SR  Upright growth with Hybrid Tea shaped flowers and lilac blooms of 

classic form. A unique beautiful colour with a fantastic fragrance. 

BRILLIANT PINK 

ICEBERG 

FL 5SR 

 

 Offspring of Iceberg with bright cerise pink and silvery-white blooms. 

BURGUNDY ICEBERG FL 10SR  The world's long love affair with Iceberg will be fired with renewed 

passion for this burgundy beauty, a natural sport identical to it's 

parent. Superb in every way. Height 1.2m. Fragrant. 

CAMEO CREAM  5SR  Large, Double, shapely flowers of rich cream colour. Semi-glossy dark 

green foliage. Strong plant. Mild Fragrance. 

CAPPUCCINO HT 5SR  Unique antique buds open into coffee blooms aging with hints of 

blush pink. Light fragrance, ideal for floral and picking. Grows 1.2m.  

CELTIC CREAM HT 5SR  Fragrant, double, lime lemon tinted bud opens to large rich golden 

cream. Good for picking, grows 1.5m.  

CHAMPAGNE 

BREAKFAST 

FL  

10GA 

 Soft golden peach blooms, very unusual and very beautiful. The 

medium height bush smothers itself with blooms; the foliage is mid 

green and glossy, highlighting the flowers well. Thorns are few and far 

between. The bees flock to this variety. 

CHAMPAGNE MOMENT FL 5SR 

 

 White/gold flowers in abundance, low grower, good flowerer.  

CHARTREUSE DE 

PARME 

 5MA  Velvety blooms of rich magenta pink, with a wonderful fragrance that 

has won it several awards. 

CHOCOLATE PRINCE HT 5SR  This tall growing rose has fat rounded buds that open to full, heavy 

blooms. A blend of warm rusty-red, brown and pink set of by nice dark 

green foliage. Sweet soft fragrance and repeats well.  

CITY OF AUCKLAND  5SR  Named for NZ's largest city so you know this rose is going to be really 

showy. Large shapely double blooms of deep tangerine orange with a 

hint of gold. Good strong fragrance, free flowering. 1982. PVR. 

CHRISTCHURCH 

REMEMBERS 

FL 5SR  Scarlet red flowers darken around the edges with age. Medium green 

glossy foliage with good healthy. Grows 1.2m.  

CLAUDE MONET HT 5SR  Pink/cream stripped flowers that start as red bud. Light fruity 

fragrance. Glossy dark green leaves. Apart of the painter series. 

Approx 1m.  

COURAGE FL 5SR  Lovely dark red blooms produced in clusters with great form. Glossy, 

very healthy foliage. A very pleasing rose to grow that will reward with 

an abundance of blooms. 1.2m. 
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CRIMSON BOUQUET HT 5SR  Superb new no-spray super healthy rose. Dazzling, vibrant crimson 

blooms carried well clear of the foliage. Very sturdy compact bush. 

Grows 1.2m. 

DEAR ONE FL 10SR  Pretty pink hybrid tea type blooms in abundance on a bushy plant. 

Repeats well. Certificate of Merit. Height approx. 90cm. Fragrant. 

DEEP SECRET HT 10SR  Deep Secret Rose, a Hybrid Tea, has full shapely flowers of rich black 

red opening to a velvety red with a strong fragrance. Hardy with 

bushy, upright growth. Suitable to be grown in poorer soils, in a pot 

and can be used as cut flowers. 

DIAMONDS FOREVER HT 5SR  An upright, deciduous shrub with thorny stems bearing pinnate leaves 

divided into ovate, toothed, dark green leaflets and, from late spring 

into autumn, large, fragrant, double, yellow flowers, paler at the outer 

petals. 

DISCO DANCER FL 5SR  Floribunda. This delightful rose would outshine even John Travolta! 

Orange-scarlet cupped double flowers dance amongst the glossy 

green foliage from spring through to autumn. Quite a show off. Nice 

light fragrance. Multi-award winner. 0.9cm x 0.6cm  

DIGNITY HT 5SR  This rose is worth growing for the amazing scent alone. But wait 

there's more ....very double, lilac mauve flowers appear in big clusters 

on a strong healthy plant. Recommended. A rose with great dignity! 

1.2m x 1m 

DIAMOND JUBILEE HT 5SR  Exhibition blooms of buff-yellow, very large and scented. Strong and 

healthy plant with a large deep green foliage. Fragrant. A very good 

old favourite. Height: 1m. 

DOUBLE DELIGHT HT 10SR  Creamy white with pink edges. Quite spectacular, medium height, 

very fragrant and a beautiful cut flower. Medium height. 

DIOR ESSENCE FL 5SR  Named after a famous Christian Dior fragrance so you know that this 

is one rose that is going to be perfumed. The large flowers are shapely 

with ruffled petals and golden stamens. They are shaded a soft lilac 

mauve and described as very feminine. 1.5m x 1m. 

EARTH ANGEL 

 

FL 14MA 

 

Kordes 

 A heavenly perfume emanates from this multi-award-winning rose, 

with unique tightly cupped blooms of pure white revealing a soft 

blush pink centre. Outstanding healthy shrub with mid-green foliage, 

repeat flowering. Bred by renowned Kordes Roses of Germany. 

ELINA 

 

HT 10SR  Pale primrose yellow with perfect form. Long stems make this an ideal 

rose for exhibition. Award Winner. Height 1 – 1.3m. 

ENIGMA FL 10MA 

 

NEW 

 One-of-a-kind terracotta blooms, aging to dusky pink. Amazing for 

picking with distinctive ruffle form. Super healthy grower bred by Bob 

Matthews. 1.3m.  

EROTICA HT 5SR  A magnificent sensual rose with flowers of dark velvet crimson and a 

beautiful perfume.  Free flowering, healthy hardy growth habit and 

perfect for picking. 

EVERLASTING LOVE FL 5SR 

 

 Bright scarlet eye catching rose with clusters of blooms on each stem. 

Always in flower.1m. 
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EYE CANDY FL 5GA  A floribunda that produces light pink blooms with a cream reverse. 

The bush is low growing and spreading. Medium green foliage. Approx 

90cm  

FAIRY TALE MAGIC FL 10MA 

 

NEW 

Kordes 

 Enchanting blooms of soft blush pink with hints of apricot, this award 

winner has a lovely fragrance, multi-petal form and easy care nature. 

Bushy plant with dark green foliage. Bred by renowned Kordes Roses 

of Germany. 

FAITHFUL FRIEND HT 5MA 

 

 

 The warm golden apricot blooms with a swirl of petals, set on rich 

glossy green foliage is ideal in any garden setting. 1m. 

FEELING BETTER FL 5GA  Soft cream blooms with a thin raspberry red edge. The cream petals 

turn pink with age making the older flowers stunning. The petals drop 

cleanly before they turn brown, so no deadheading needed. 

FIRST LOVE 

 

 

 

HT 5SR 

 

 

 

 

 They say you never forget your first love and I still remember the first 

time I saw this lovely rose. I just loved it! The exquisite, pointed buds 

open to fragrant pretty pink blooms that appear continuously from 

summer to autumn. Beautiful. 1951. 

FIREBALL FL 5GA  Showy orange blooms with a white reverse. Masses of blooms form 

large clusters on long stems and have a lovely fragrance. Petals fall 

cleanly so the bush always looks tidy. Upright habit and dark glossy 

leaves with good disease resistance and very few thorns. 1.1m x .9m  

FLAMBOYANCE HT 5SR  Salmon orange with a lovely fragrance. Healthy foliage on a bush 

approx. 1.5m.  

FLASHBACK FL 5MA 

 

NEW 

Kordes 

 Rich cerise burgundy blooms with deep yellow reverse petals make a 

striking combination! This award-winning rose is easy to grow forming 

a healthy, bushy plant with deep green foliage. Bred by renowned 

Kordes Roses of Germany. 

FOND MEMORIES FL 10SR  Small clusters of soft apricot-cream perfectly formed, fragrant 

flowers. A vigorous healthy plant of medium height. A great present 

for someone you love. 90cm – 1m. Medium fragrance. 

FRIESIA HT 10SR 

 

 Outstanding yellow with clusters of medium size fragrant blooms, 

prolific flowering. Medium height. One of the first to flower. Medium 

height. Fragrant. 

FRILLY JILLY  5GA  Gorgeous, fragrant, frilly apricot flowers that fade gently to gold. 

Lovely fragrance, reliable and regular blooms throughout the season. 

FORGET ME NOT FL 5SR  Abundant lilac flowers, opening to reveal golden stamens. An 

enchanting rose, repeat flowering on a healthy bushy plant. Bred by 

Bob Matthews. 

FRAGRANT CLOUD HT 5SR 

 

 

 Extremely fragrant blooms that are a deep coral colour. This variety 

can be a bit tricky to grow well but is still a firm favourite in the 

garden. 

FREEDOM FL 5SR  A wonderfully robust, free flowering rose with deep rich yellow 

blooms that don't fade. The flowers are fragrant and large with a 

generous number of petals. Superb rose for bedding or hedges. Multi 

award winner and deservedly so. 1.5m x 1m.  

GARDEN DELIGHT FL 8MA  Stunning array of colours and very healthy foliage. The high-centred 

buds will open to fully double cup shaped blooms, where the 
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delightful blend of yellow and intense red varies with the climate. 

Growing to an average of 80cm tall. 

GINGER KISSES  10MA  Shades of burnt orange flowers with a sweet fruity fragrance. Compact 

bushy plant with large attractive leaves that are disease resistant. 

Award Winner. 

GOLDEN OLDIE FL 5SR  A lovely rose with bronze-red foliage and large clusters of fragrant 

golden apricot blooms. This rose would make a strong statement 

when planted en masse as it repeats well throughout the season. 

0.75m x 0.6m.  

GLORIOUS HT 5SR  Superbly healthy glossy large foliage with ‘Glorious’ large blooms t 

match. Ideal for picking, won Rose of the Year 2006. Grows 1.2m. 

GOLD MEDAL HT 5SR  Beautiful golden yellow flowers with a hint of pink to her edges. Show 

quality. Repeat flowering, strong growing bush. 

GRANDMA’S ROSE  5GA  This rose clothes itself with stunningly beautiful red-purple flowers 

that open into an old fashioned style. The dark green glossy foliage 

compliments the blooms well and it is a highly fragrant variety. 

GREEN WITH ENVY FL 15GA  A beautiful strong green flowered rose. Flower colour intensifies with 

age. Vigorously growing, medium-sized, slightly spreading bush. 

Approx 1.1m  

HAMILTON GARDENS HT 10SR  Large, spiralled, perfectly formed flowers in blends of cream, apricot, 

peach and salmon. Superb for picking. Sturdy growth and wonderfully 

healthy. Height 1.1m. 

HANNAH (Hanne)  5SR  A rich cerise well-formed bloom with a strong fragrance. Blooms in 

flushes throughout the season.  

HAPPY BIRTHDAY FL 5SR  Lovely deep pink blooms displayed in clusters. This gorgeous rose has 

a lovely strong fragrance and would make a special gift at any time 

but of course birthdays would suit too. 

HAYLEY WESTENRA HT 5SR  Very large, fragrant, frilly blooms of apricot salmon pink. Immensely 

appealing, a perfect match for NZ’s internationally acclaimed young 

singer. Height 1m. 

HEAVEN SCENT HT 10SR  Large, beautifully textured, full blooms with a generous amount of 

petals in a pretty pink shade. Nice long stems perfect for picking, (very 

few thorns) lush green foliage and a powerful fragrance i.e. 'Heaven 

Scent' make this a very desirable rose. 

HEART OF GOLD HT 5SR  The bright sunshine yellow blooms of this strong healthy rose are a 

cheerful sight in the garden from summer through to autumn. The 

blooms are fragrant and further enhanced by the deep green glossy 

foliage. 1.3m x 1m.  

HIGH FIVE FL 5SR  A beautiful rose bred in NZ. It is a unique and striking blend of soft and 

deep mauve tones. Attractive dark green foliage and a nice light 

fragrance. This rose would look lovely under-planted with soft greys 

and white. 1m x 0.6m.  

HOKEY POKEY 

 
My Rose Selection 

 10MA  Clusters of fragrant honeycomb coloured blooms, produced in 

beautiful multi-petal, unique tightly quartered formation. This repeat 

flowering, easy care bushy plant has dark glossy foliage. 
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HONEY CHILD FL 5SR  Has a blaze of gorgeous blooms in shades of warm bronze and apricot. 

Masses of fragrant flowers will delight throughout the season. The 

foliage also has complementary bronze tones, just lovely. 1997. PVR. 

HOT CHOCOLATE FL 5SR  Novelty Rose of the Year 2006. This unusual floribunda has caught the 

imagination of all who have seen it, the warm chocolate-orange 

blooms are carried in clusters on a bushy healthy plant with dark, 

glossy foliage. This rose could be used in a border in a container, as an 

individual or en masse. A versatile and unusual addition to the garden. 

HI HO SILVER FL 10SR  Silvery lilac that is pink in bud, very fragrant, grows 1m.  

ICEBERG FL 10MA 

25SR 

 Clusters of pure white blooms which keep flowering. Strong grower, 

disease resistant. Ever popular, a New Zealand best seller. Height 1.1 

- 1.5m 

INGRID BERGMAN HT 5SR  Fragrant, velvet red blooms on a vigorous 1.5m bush. 

IN LOVING MEMORY FL 5SR  Non-stop clusters of bright red flowers and lush green growth. As a 

memorial rose or just a stunning red for your planting scheme this 

rose delivers. 

JUST JOEY HT 5SR  Large blooms of coppery orange with frilled edges and fragrance. A 

vigorous and free flowering bush with lush dark green foliage. Height 

1.1m. Fragrant. 

KIA ORA HT 5SR  Both the name and the rose flower are a wonderful greeting. With the 

translation of be healthy or have life this rose must have good disease 

resistance. The soft, salmon pink, coral blooms. These long-lasting 

flowers are great for cutting and have a light fragrance. 

KIWI 

 

Known as Hot Cocoa in 

the US 

 5SR  Kiwi’ is well named with clusters of chocolate brown blooms which 

have a smoky sheen to them. Moderately fragrant, the blooms repeat 

well throughout the season. Exceptionally healthy, the bush grows to 

a medium height and has glossy green foliage.  It does have e a few 

more thorns than most roses. An easy care rose for any garden and 

something a bit different. 

KRONENBOURG HT 5SR  Slightly fragrant, large double, crimson flushed silver and yellow. Free 

flowering. Sport of Peace. 1.5m. 

LADIES NIGHT HT 5GA  Flowers are red in the bud then opening to a pink centre. High disease 

resistance. Approx 1.2m  

LAND OF THE LONG 

WHITE CLOUD 

HT 10SR  Being a sport of Aotearoa NZ, it has the same growth, flowers (white) 

and strong overpowering fragrance. Height 90cm–1m. 

LANDORA HT 5SR  Bright yellow with reflexed petals. Glossy green foliage, good picking 

with long stems. Grows to 1.5m. 

LASTING LOVE HT 5SR  Dusky red buds open to deep red blooms, with a heavenly fragrance. 

A modern rose that is extremely healthy, with glossy foliage and 

compact growth. Strong fragrance. 

LEGEND HT 10MA  Large honey apricot blooms of perfect bud form, unfurling into a swirl 

of petals with a rich fragrance. Robust plant with even compact 

growth. Great for picking and repeat flowering. Bred in NZ by Bob 

Matthews. 

LEMON & LIME FL 15GA 

 

 Lemon with green tinges, small – medium cupped blooms that are 

often quartered. Bushy habit, medium height. 
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LEST WE FORGET FL 5SR  Opulent blooms of velvety red that repeat well and last in a vase. A 

special tribute to a loved one or comrade who gave their life in 

service, or just a personal way of remembrance. Height 80cm. 

LITTLE MISS PERFECT FL 10GA  Short grower but very large blooms. Lovely coral blooms smother the 

bush making the matte green foliage invisible at times. Approx. 50-

60cm  

LOVELY LADY HT 5SR  A very fragrant, pretty, and free flowering rose. The vibrant salmon 

pink blooms are fully double and carried on strong stems from 

summer to autumn. Gorgeous to pick and what a lovely gift for the 

lovely lady in your life - even if it is for your good self! 0.75m x 0.75m.  

LOVE BUG FL 5GA  Dark cardinal red blooms. Dark glossy foliage. Subtle fragrance. Height 

1.2m approx.  

LOVE ALWAYS  FL 5SR  Striking pink blooms all summer, fabulous perfume. Exceptional 

health record, easy to grow, great for novices. Will brighten any 

garden & looks stunning in a large pot on the patio. Earned the title 

'Rose Of The Year 2013' and has also been given the 'Gold Standard 

Award' which is only awarded to a select few roses each year. 

LOVE ME DO HT 5SR  Blooms of white tinged cream with an intense sweet fragrance. 

Wonderful for picking. Height 1.2m. Strong fragrance. 

LOVING MEMORY HT 20SR  Large perfect blooms of cherry red colour with strong stems. A tall 

upright bush with glossy green foliage, moderately scented. 

LUMINIS FL 5MA  Clear white cup shaped flowers, that repeat all season and ooze with 

sweet fruity fragrance. Striking glossy foliage. Height 1m. Strong 

fragrance. 

MANY HAPPY RETURNS FL 5SR  This award winning rose has dark shiny foliage and slender pink rose 

buds that open to blush pink cupped blooms. The sweetly scented 

flowers appear continuously throughout the summer. With good 

disease resistance this is overall just a lovely rose. 1m x 1.2m.  

MARGARET MERRIL FL 20SR 

 

 True pearly white blooms tinted with soft pink in small clusters on a 

vigorous medium bush with dark green foliage. Very highly scented. 

90cm – 1.1m. Strong fragrance. 

MEMOIRE HT 5SR  Large pure white blooms of perfect form. Medium height with a well 

balanced growth habit. Good disease resistance. Fragrant. 

MEMORIAL DAY HT 5SR  Unusual orchid pink frilled edged large bloom filled with super strong 

old rose fragrance. Height 1.2m. Very strong fragrance. 

MICHELANGELO FL 5SR  A striking rose with clusters of semi-double flowers with blended 

stripes in shades of vibrant orange and cream. Nice fragrance and 

repeats well. The reddish new foliage matures to a healthy dark green. 

A fascinating and unusual rose. 1.2m x 1m.  

MIDNIGHT BLUE FL 5SR  Unique and strikingly different, with a strong fragrance, the large 

trusses of smallish semi-double flowere are a fabulous deep rich 

purple, with a centre of golden stamens. Plant is compact and virtually 

thornless. 80cm – 1m.  

MILKY WAY HT 5SR  A strong rose with large fragrant flowers of pure creamy white tinged 

with pale pink on the petal edges. Free-flowering and disease 

resistant. 
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MONICA HT 5SR  A very striking rose with long slender buds that open to reveal bright 

orange petals with a yellow reverse. The contrast in colour fades as 

the bloom opens out. Nice dark glossy foliage which is generally 

healthy. The long stems and soft fragrance make this rose perfect to 

pick. 1m x 0.75m.  

MOODY BLUES HT 5SR  Large well formed blooms of medium lilac blue. Strong profuse 

grower with healthy foliage. 1m.  

The following roses belong to the ‘My Rose Collection’, bred by Bob Matthews, the result of a lifelong passion for 

creating beautiful, healthy roses. These new generation, easy care, repeat flowering floribundas are bred from our most 

popular creation for kiwi gardeners 'My Mum'. The entire range has been tested under spray free conditions, making 

them the perfect choice for creating a carefree garden, or to give as a gorgeous gift! 

HOKEY POKEY 

 
Breeder Bob Matthew’s Favourite 

Icecream Flavour 

FL 10MA  Clusters of fragrant honeycomb-coloured blooms, produced in 

beautiful multi-petal, unique tightly quartered formation. This repeat 

flowering, easy care bushy plant has dark glossy foliage. 

MY BEST MATE FL 10MA  Wonderful clusters of rich red swirling blooms in continuous flower 

above glossy foliage. Easy care plant, making the perfect gift for your 

best mate. Bred by Bob Matthews. 

MY DAD FL 10MA  Stunning clusters of fragrant golden yellow flowers are produced on 

this easy-care plant with glossy foliage. The perfect rose to honour 

your Dad.  

MY GIRL HT 10SR 

 

 There's nothing you can do cause I'm stuck like glue to 'My Girl'. That's 

because it's a lovely rose with unfading deep rose-pink blooms with a 

lovely fragrance. Good compact growth habit and healthy disease 

resistant foliage. Gold Medal Winner. 

MY GRANDAD 

 
Named for Grandad Sam McLean 

FL 5MA  Radiant smoky orange blooms are produced in spectacular clusters 

which simply glow in the garden! Repeat flowering, compact bushy 

plant with dark glossy foliage, this rose is a truly special addition to 

the easy care ‘My Rose Collection’ bred by Bob Matthews.  

MY GRANDMA 

 
Named for Grandma Lewanna 

FL 10MA  Lilac pink flowers with divine fragrance. The multi-petal vintage style 

blooms repeat flower on a robust, easy-care plant. Lovely for picking.  

MY MUM FL 20SR 

 

 

 Bob Matthews of NZ bred this rose and named it for his Mum so you 

know it is going to be a top performing and beautiful rose. The colour 

of the abundant blooms is a blend of coral, salmon, apricot and pink. 

Vigorous and healthy with a nice even growth habit and scent. 

MY LOVE HT 5SR  Large white blooms with a pink blush. Large, double, high centred 

bloom form. Good for picking. Very disease resistant. Nearly 

thornless. Strong Fragrance. Protected under NZ PVR 

MY PRECIOUS FL 10SR  Simply delightful clusters of repeat flowering soft yellow blooms, with 

golden stamens. This award-winning rose makes an eye catching 

display all season! Very healthy, easy-care plant with deep green 

foliage. Lovely display of hips in Autumn.  

MY SWEETHEART FL 10MA  Simply gorgeous, multi-petal blooms in tones of dusky pink, radiating 

with sweet fragrance. Lovely for picking and a superbly healthy plant, 

this repeat flowering beauty makes a wonderful gift.  
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MY TREASURE FL 3MA  A superb easy-care rose providing a bounty of repeat flowering 

apricot golden blooms with open ruffle form. Very bushy plant with 

lush green foliage. 

MULBERRY WINE  5GA  A cerise-pink flowering variety with very rich colouring. With ruffled 

petal. A must add to any rose owners collection.  

NATASHA RICHARDSON FL 5MA  This rose emanates pure charm and beauty with a delicious fruity 

perfume and enchanting vintage style, light blush pink blooms. 

Repeat flowering, supremely healthy plant, ideal for planting in any 

garden situation. Named in memory of the late English actress, this 

rose was bred in England by renowned Harkness Roses. 

NEW YEAR HT 5SR  Orange, golden-yellow blending. Slight pink to edges. Mild, sweet 

fragrance. Small to medium, double (17-25 petals), flat bloom form. 

Blooms in flushes throughout the season. Glossy disease-free bronze-

tinged foliage. A strong growing upright plant. 0.75m x 0.60m  

NIGHTLIGHT HT 10GA  Night Light produces a large number of lemon yellow blooms with 

outer petals ageing to cream. A compact bush of medium height with 

dark glossy foliage. 1.1m x 0.9m 

NOSTALGIA 

 

HT/FL 5SR  Cream centre with raspberry edges. Flowers in abundance, healthy 

glossy foliage. Grows 1.5m. 

OLD PORT FL 5SR  A rose of opulence-one of the best purples! Deep; rich, quartered 

blooms in rich burgundy-wine with a powerful; old fashioned 

fragrance. Repeats well. Neat; tidy bush; 80 x 60cm. 

ORANGES & LEMONS 

 

FL 10SR  Fully double blooms with orange & lemon stripes.  Glossy disease 

resistant foliage tinted with mahogany. Arching habit. Grows: 1.5m. 

OUTTA THE BLUE  5MA  Fully double, fragrant blooms with 40+ petals that are bluish purple. 

Photos rarely do the unique colour justice. Flowers are produced on a 

continual blooming plant with rich, green foliage. 

PADDY STEVENS HT 15SR  Coral-orange perfectly formed salmon flowers. The glossy foliage is 

lush on the vigorous and free-flowering plant. 1m. 

PAOLA HT 5SR  Highly fragrant dark red with beautiful form. Very healthy robust plant 

that flowers continuously throughout the season. A must have. 

PASCAL HT 5SR  Well-formed flowers of almost pure white with a soft cream base. 

Upright growth. An ideal flower for cutting. Winner of many awards, 

'Pascali' is firmly established as the world's favourite white, large, 

flowered rose. Soft scent. Flowers continuously throughout the 

summer. 1m x 0.6m.  

PAVAROTTI HT 5SR  Charismatic crimson red flowers with glossy petals, are carried on long 

stems making them great for the vase. Flowers all season, on an upright 

branching plant. Medium height. 

PEACE HT 15SP  Brilliant high centred to rounded yellow and pink flowers opening from 

tight buds. Large glossy dark green foliage. Mildly scented. Approx. 

1.2m  
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PERFUME DELIGHT HT 5SR An award winning rose which is not only very fragrant but very free 

flowering as well. The blooms are a pretty rose pink and are excellent 

for picking. Attractive dark green foliage. With 'Peace' as one of the 

pollen parents you know that this will be a good rose to grow. 1973. 

PERCEPTION HT 5SR  Flowers are a soft apricot in the centre and edged with a silvery pink. 

Sturdy, disease resistant growth habit and repeats well. A powerful 

perfume adds the finishing touch. 

PIECE OF CAKE HT 5MA  Generously sized nostalgic shaped flowers of vanilla cream edged 

with pink. The delicately fragrant blooms are produced on long stems 

making this award winner perfect for picking. Robust plant with 

strong, upright growth habit. Repeat Flowering. Bred by renowned 

Kordes Roses of Germany. 1.4 m approx. 

PINK RIBBON FL 5MA  Supporting Breast Cancer Foundation NZ this truly beautiful rose 

creates an outstanding, continuous display of soft pink cupped 

shaped blooms on a healthy, very compact bushy plant. $2 from the 

sale of each rose will be donated to BCFNZ. Bred in New Zealand by 

Bob Matthews. Ideal for planting in a pot. 

POPPY FL 5MA  A spectacular display of true red medium sized blooms that are 

vibrant and lively. Repeat flowering with healthy, bushy growth. 

Named as a tribute to Poppy Diack. 

POPE JOHN PAUL HT 5MA  Pure white blooms with a very strong fragrance stand out on the mid 

green foliage showing bronze red when new. A well-shaped bushy 

plant. 

PRECIOUS PLATINUM HT 5SR  Deep crimson red. Excellent form with reflexing petals. Vigorous, ever 

blooming. Height medium. Light fragrance. 

PRIDE OF PALMY HT 10GA  Deep golden flowers with a slight orange highlight to the petal. Very 

deep green glossy foliage. 1.1m approx.   

PURPLELICIOUS FL 10SR  Flat old fashioned flower form with wonderful fragrance and terrific 

health. A bed of this will add fragrance to your entire garden. Height 

1m. Very strong fragrance. 

RASPBERRY ICE FL 10SR  Delightful lolly pink margins and translucent ice white base makes this 

cup shape bloom a must. Taller growing and a strong healthy plant.  

REMEMBER ME HT 15SR  Coppery-orange irradiated with yellow.  Well formed medium 

blooms. Strong upright bush. Grows: 1m. 

RENEGADE HT 5MA  Hot orange tipped blooms with glowing yellow centres - stand out from 

the crowd! Repeat flowering, robust growing plant with mid green 

foliage. Bred in France by Pierre Orard. 

ROYAL AMETHYST HT 5SR  This rose is beautiful in shape, unusual in colour and highly fragrant. 

The large double blooms are shaded a rich velvety purple-mauve. Dark 

green foliage and a vigorous growth habit with a generous amount of 

blooms throughout the season. 1.2m x 1m.  

RUBY WEDDING HT 5SR  A truly lovely rose with shapely, rich ruby-red, double blooms that are 

loosely arranged when fully open. Growth bushy and tidy with foliage 

that shows good disease resistance. Repeats well, nice soft fragrance 
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and of course a perfect gift for those who have made it to year 40! 

1979. 

SCENTIMENTAL FL 5SR  Distinctive burgundy and white striped blooms, spicily scented. 

Vigorous bushy growth, repeat flowering qualities. Winner of America's 

top Rose Award 1997. 1m.  

SEXY REXY FL 5SR  Clusters of pink blooms in large clusters give this rose world wide 

appeal. Great healthy foliage this rose makes a wonderful compact 

growing bush. 

SILVER FERN HT 5SR  Deliciously fragrant, large silvery white flowers unfurl with subtle 

notched edges. Blooms are borne on long stems and can perfume an 

entire room! A sport of award winning variety 'Memorial Day'. 

SILVER JUBILEE HT 5SR  This multi-award winning rose is considered by many to be 'one of the 

best'. Dark glossy green disease resistant foliage and exquisite blooms 

that are a blend of salmon pink, peach and cream. Beautifully fragrant 

and lovely to pick. Vigorous and free flowering. PVR 1978. 

SIMPLY STUNNING HT 5MA  As the name suggests, a stunning rose with large fully quartered 

velvet red blooms. Blooms in flushes throughout the season. Long and 

strong stems make for good picking 

SMOKEY JOE HT 5MA  Flowers of warm copper orange with a soft smokey edge on the 

opening blooms. Bushy compact growth. Bronze to dark green glossy 

foliage. Nice soft fragrance. Excellent choice for floral work. Would 

look fabulous next to brick or in a terracotta pot. 

SNOW BUNNY  5MA 

 

Kordes 

 Dazzling clusters of petite snow-white blooms completely smother this 

compact growing easy-care plant. Lovely for growing in pot, repeat 

flowering with bushy, mid-green foliage. International award winner 

bred by renowned Kordes Roses. 

SPARKLE & SHINE FL 5SR  Glistening true yellow blooms, repeat flower in clusters above glossy 

foliage. This award-winning rose lives up to its name in the garden! 

Moderate fragrance and robust, upright growth. Good for picking. 

Bred by Weeks Roses, USA. 

SPECIAL OCCASION HT 5SR  A popular rose around the world and an International Award Winner 

too. Highly fragrant, large well shaped blooms in a warm apricot 

orange shade appear throughout the summer. Luxuriant green foliage 

and overall, a really nice rose. 0.80m x 0.75m.  

SPICED COFFEE HT 5SR  Flowers are a pale beige to cream colour and overlaid with pale 

lavender-pink on the petal edges. Free flowering with a gorgeous 

spicy fragrance. 

ST MARY’S ROSE FL 5GA  A Serendipity - Flower Carpet cross that has produced a gorgeous 

medium sized bushy rose with delicious Creamy yellow flowers that 

are produced abundantly and accompanied by a delicate fragrance. 

Bred in NZ By Rob Somerfield 2014 

ST HILDA’S ROSE FL 5SR  Beautiful clusters of stunning white blooms, with blush pink buds in 

spring. Exceptionally healthy plant, repeat flowering all season with 

moderate fragrance. 1.1m x 0.75m.  
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STARLIGHT HT 5SR  Unique lilac-mauve hue. The strong fragrance is delightful, as is the 

lush, leathery foliage. Blooms are produced throughout the season, 

perfect for picking. 

SWEET BREEZE  5SR  Wonderfully shaped blooms in a pale yellow shade. The flowers last 

well in the vase and the scent is fabulous. Protected under NZ PVR. 

SWEET PERFUME FL 5SR  Soft peachy-pink flowers. Sweetly scented. Compact growth. Pearce 

1991. PVR 

TEQUILA SUNRISE FL 10SR  Elegant large clear rose pink and fragrant blooms born on strong 

upright stems. Very strong and bushy plant, repeats well. Height 1m. 

Fragrant. 

THE MacCARTNEY ROSE HT 5SR  Love, love me do! MacCartney has spiral tight buds that open to 

reveal bright mid pink blooms that have an oh so powerful fragrance. 

Lovely to pick for the house. 1m x 0.75m.  

THE WEDDING ROSE 

 

FL 5SR  A truly lovely rose bearing clusters of fully double white blooms.  

Repeat flowering with even compact growth. Makes a fantastic 

display. Grows approx 1m. International Name : Geaaward 

THUNDERSTRUCK FL 5MA  Striped chocolate orange blooms with a flash of cream. Repeat 

flowering, robust healthy grower with outstanding health and super 

glossy leaves. Bred in France by Pierre Orard. 

TWIST & TWIRL HT 5SR  Showy flowers of orange red stripes on a silvery white ground. A good 

garden variety. 

VINTAGE MISS FL 5MA  Rich shades of pink cupped vintage shaped flowers with soft fragrance 

make this creation hard to resist. Repeat flowering, fabulous for 

picking. Bred by Bob Matthews. Approx 1.3m.  

WAIMARIE HT 5SR  Richly fragrant, semi-rosette blooms of mauve purple to pink. Repeat 

flowering above reddish green foliage. Compact, bushy growth habit. 

WARM WISHES HT 5SR  Large flowers of soft peach-coral. Medium. 

WISH COME TRUE 

My Rose Collection 

FL 5MA  See the ‘My Rose’ section above for details.  

WITH LOVE FL 5SR  A rose for any occasion. May be grown in a pot or tub or in the garden. 

WHITE ROMANCE  5GS   

YABBA DABBA DOO  5SR  Humongous clusters of warm orange-pink flowers with yellow eyes. 

 

 

CLIMBERS & RAMBLERS 
CLIMBING ROSES. These are often sports of bush roses and make a few big arms that can be trained against a wall, fence 

or pergola. If trained and pruned correctly the display can be phenomenal, and many of the climbers repeat flower 

throughout the season. Climbers can be utilised in even very small gardens to give as much display as a big shrub, but with 

a very small ground space. 

RAMBLING ROSES. On the other hand, these are of wilder nature and more suited to larger or country gardens. They are 

very hardy and look great alongside road fences or can cover difficult areas quickly. Ramblers make many shoots from the 

base every year and will often sucker if they touch the ground as they are quick to make roots. Many of the ramblers 
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ALBERIC BARBIER OFC 5SR  Clusters of double, creamy white flowers with a fruity fragrance. 

Almost evergreen, extremely disease free, with strong vigorous 

growth to 6-8m.6-8m. Fruity fragrance. 

ALBERTINE OFC 5SR 

 

 Prolific flowers of coppery pink semi double blooms, fragrant. An 

extremely vigorous bush. An old favourite. Flowers mid-summer. 

Height 3m – 4m. Fragrant. 

ALISON CLI 5SR  'Alison' has double, vibrant pink blooms with the bonus of fragrance. 

Healthy growth habit with lovely dark green foliage. Repeat flowering 

and if you like pink worthy of a space in your garden. 

ALCHEMIST  5MA  A large, quartered rose of mixed yellows and apricot, richly scented. 

4m. 1956. 

ARROWTOWN  5SR  Add a touch of gold to the garden with this lovely climbing rose. The 

beautiful apricot buds open to large, fragrant, well formed blooms of 

deep golden yellow. Use to decorate a wall or fence, a vigorous 

grower but well behaved all the same. Lovely for picking. 

AZUBIS  5MA  Azubis is a vigorous, shrub with thorny stems bearing pinnate leaves 

with ovate, toothed, dark green leaflets and clusters of large, strongly 

fragrant, fully double, high-centered, mauve to lavender flowers 

smother the bush with many repeats from summer into autumn.  

BANKSIA ALBA BANKISA 5SS  Thornless climber producing clusters of small, sweetly scented, 

double-white flowers in spring.  

BANKSIA LUTEA BANKSIA 5SS 

 

 Small, double flowers of a lovely yellow in April/May. Extremely free 

flowering. Light fragrance, thornless. Grows to 30ft.  

BANKISIA THE PEARL BANKSIA 5SS 

 

 Tall-growing, vigorous, semi-evergreen climber.  Clusters of dainty 

white flowers in spring. Thornless, quick growing.  

BANTRY BAY MODERN   Rose pink floribunda type blooms that keep on flowering. The plant is 

strong, healthy and covers a good area. Named after a costa spot in 

Ireland.  

BIRTHDAY PRESENT MODERN 5SR  Deep velvety crimson, very fragrant, very vigorous grower. 

BLACKBERRY NIP OFC 5SR  Rich purple plum blooms with a strong alluring perfume. Very 

distinctive silver foliage.   

BUBBLEGUM MODERN 5MA  Soft bubblegum pink blooms with sweet fragrance pop into flower 

covering large areas with an amazing show. Repeat blooms 

throughout the season on a bushy, robust plant with mid-green 

foliage. 

CASINO MODERN 10SR 

 

 One of the best yellow pillar roses or small climbers. Clusters of 

scented, globular, mid-yellow fully double flowers on strong stems. 

Glossy foliage. Good for cut flowers. 

CECILE BRUNNER  5MA  The sweetheart rose. Masses of sweetly perfume small pink blooms 

growing on a vigorous climber. Very hardy and will grow through trees 

quite happily 

CHAWTON COTTAGE MODERN 5MA  Sensational pearl white blooms with a distinctive raspberry purple 

eye. These unique flower clusters are delicately fragrant and fantastic 

for picking. Exceptionally healthy plant with brilliant glossy foliage. 

Winner of UK Rose of the Year 2019. Bred in England by Harkness 

Roses and named for Jane Austen’s House Museum. 
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COCONUT ICE MODERN 

 

NEW 

5SR  A bi-colour of musk pink with soft white on the reverse of petals. Old 

English form. Neat, upright bush, firm stems that hold clusters of 

three to five full mildly fragrant blooms. Very disease resistant. 

COMPASSION MODERN 10MA 

5SR 

 

 A very healthy and reliable variety. Its well-shaped Hybrid Tea flowers 

are light pink, tinted with coral-pink, and have a lovely strong, sweet 

fragrance. The growth is strong, stiff and bushy with plentiful dark 

green foliage. Harkness, 1973. 

CREPUSCULE OLF 5MA  Aptly named for the evening. Apricot blooms with a loose form 

smother this almost thornless climber from early spring to winter. 

Very disease resistant and easily trained. 

CUPCAKE MODERN 5MA  Masses of pretty soft pink cup-shaped blooms, repeat in a beautiful 

display. Superbly healthy climber and quick to establish in the garden. 

Bred by Bob Matthews, multi award winner - including the prestigious 

Silver Certificate at The Hague International Rose Trials in 2018. 

DOUBLE FRAGRANCE HT 5GA  Stunning dark red blooms, a delightfully powerful fragrance and all 

packaged into a climbing rose. Glossy dark green foliage. 

DUBLIN BAY MODERN 5MA 

5SR 

 Ever blooming clusters of bright red semi-double flowers. Strong 

grower and quick to cover. A popular choice for many gardens, this 

classic climber was bred by Dr Sam McGredy. 

ETOILLE de HOLANDE HT 5SR  Large, fragrant, double, deep crimson blooms from summer to 

autumn and masses of glossy, dark green leaves. This vigorous, 

repeat-flowering climbing rose is one of the best climbing roses for 

covering a wall. The large, fragrant blooms make excellent cut-

flowers. 

FOURTH OF JULY MODERN 5SR  Like fireworks on Independence day, masses of blooms are streaked 

with white and velvety red, foliage is sparkly green and the growth 

healthy. American Award Winner. 

GLORIE de DIJON  5SR  A beautiful, repeat flowering old rose that has large, full, quartered 

flowers of buff apricot that have a delicious old world fragrance. After 

150 years it is still a firm favourite. Sometimes known as 'The Old 

Glory Rose'. 

GOLDEN FUTURE MODERN 5SR  Strong growing climber with clusters of creamy yellow blooms all 

season long. Good fragrance and large hips produced autumn and 

early winter. Good disease tolerance.  

ICEBERG MODERN   Clusters of pure white blooms which just keep on flowering. Strong 

grower and disease resistant. Perfect for growing in any garden 

situation this is very popular choice for climbing. Height : 3 - 5m 

approx 

INFINITY MODERN 

 

NEW 

5MA  Pure white blooms sparkle above mid-green foliage on this healthy, 

vigorous climber. Softly fragrant, the petals of each flower can display 

subtle notched edges as they open. Repeat flowering. Bred in NZ by Bob 

Matthews. 

KAIMAI SUNSET  5GA  This rose has copper buds that open to semi-double blooms in a unique 

shade of terracotta. Roses offset beautifully by dark glossy foliage. Has 

good disease resistance and is easy to train on walls/fences because of 

its slightly lax habit. 
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KAITERI GOLD  5SR  An excellent climber with large, lightly scented, double flowers of soft 

golden yellow set against healthy, glossy, foliage. Top performing 

yellow climbers are few and far between, and this is one of the best. 

LADY BARBARA 

 

MODERN 5SR  Warm tangerine orange blooms with a deep yellow reverse. Flowers 

are perfectly shaped with a fruity fragrance. Dark reddish foliage. 

LEAPING SALMON MODERN   Large perfectly formed Hybrid Tea blooms of lovely salmon pink with 

a heavy fragrance. Vigorous, healthy growth of moderate height with 

large semi-glossy medium green foliage. 

LILAC TEMPATATION MODERN 5MA  Be tempted by this deliciously fragrant climber with nostalgic loose 

ruffle form flowers in sumptuous hues of soft lilac purple. Repeat 

flowering and a robust, healthy plant. Bred in NZ by Bob Matthews. 

 

MADAM ALFRED 

CARRIERE 

OFC 5SR  Large, white with salmon-pink tinted flowers freely produced on this 

lovely "Old Rose". Very fragrant. Vigorous growing, disease free and 

reliable. Recurrent. Height approx 6m. Strong fragrance. 

MADAME ISSAC 

PEREIRE 

 5SR  Huge, fuchsia, cup-shaped flowers; the petals eventually turning back 

prettily at the edges. Powerful and delicious fragrance. A large, 

vigorous shrub with open growth. 

NEW DAWN OLD 

FASHION 

5MA  Silvery-pink, richly fragrant flowers produced in clusters. Vigorous 

climber with glossy foliage. Recurrent. 

NEWSFLASH MODERN 10SR  Brighten up your garden with this international award winner! 

Vibrant, clear orange blooms repeat flower on extremely healthy 

plant. Bred in Ireland by David Kenny. 

PIERRE DE RONSARD OLD 

FASHION  

  Magnificent cream with pink edges this old world looking rose is also 

a stunningly vigorous climber that seems to be always in flower. 

Extremely disease resistant with deep green glossy foliage 

PHYLLIS BIDE RAMBLER   This is a rose of truly rambler-like character, which has the benefit of 

reliably repeat-flowering. It bears delightful sprays of small, pale 

apricot-pink flowers, flushed with pale yellow. They are made up of 

narrow, quill-like petals, creating a very pleasing effect, and have a 

lovely sweet fragrance. 

RAMBLING RECTOR  5SR   

RED FLAME MODERN 5SR  Intensely fragrant, red climbing rose. Wonderful health and glossy 

foliage. Height 2.5m. Strong fragrance. 

SANDERS WHITE RAMBLER 5SR  A vigorous rose with semi-glossy green foliage and a cascading habit. 

In late summer pale pink buds open to reveal white rosette blooms 

with a sweet scent. Will tolerate a little shade and poor soil. 

SIR EDMUND HILLARY 

 
International name: Cocuiran 

 

MODERN 5SR  Highly scented flowers of beautiful form open wide to a delightful 

blend of pure white with soft golden centres. A healthy plant with 

glossy foliage, one of the best strong climbers. Named with Sir Ed’s 

permission. Approx 4m. 

SUNDANCER HT 5SR  Sundancer is a glowing orange rose that covers itself in flowers all 

summer long. The blooms are lightly scented and semi double in form. 

What makes this a good climber is the dense covering of healthy 

foliage. 
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SUGAR PLUM   5SR  This rose has small, perfectly formed, double, magenta purple flowers 

with a light fragrance. A healthy and vigorous climber that repeats 

well.  

SYMPATHIE  5SR  Recurrent and robust bloomer, the vigorous growth and abundance 

of flowers make it a precious addition to every garden. Suitable for 

pergolas, bowers and walls. Premium red variety. 

UETERSEN MODERN 5SR  A showy, healthy rose with large semi-double flowers of glowing pink. 

The flowers are continuous through-out the season and have a nice 

light fragrance. Tolerant of some shade. Named after the German 

Rosarium Uetersen garden. 

VEILCHENBLAU RAMBLER   Produces large, closely packed clusters of small, cupped flowers. They 

open purple-magenta with a white centre, occasionally streaked 

white too, each with an attractive boss of bright yellow stamens. As 

the blooms age, they fade to lilac-grey – appearing almost blue on 

occasions. There is a fresh, fruity scent with rich orange notes. The 

growth is rather stiff and almost thornless. 

WEDDING DAY OLD 

RAMBLER 

5SR  This climber has one spectacular annual flowering followed by a good 

crop of small to medium fruit. Buds appear in large clusters opening 

into fragrant white single blooms with orange stamens. Will grow to 

10 metres or more. Height : up to 10m 

WESTERLAND MODERN 5SR  The colour of this rose is magnificent - rich tones of apricot-orange 

with yellow showing through on the reverse. Large, slightly informal 

blooms are borne in generous sprays. Delicious fragrance and dark 

glossy foliage that shows good disease resistance. Multi Award 

Winner. 1969. 

ZEPHRINE DROUHIN  5SR   Wonderfully scented, deep rose pink blooms. Flowers freely and 

almost continuously. This thornless climbing rose prefers warmer 

climates. Controlling disease can be a problem. 

     

 

 
 

PATIO, PATIO CLIMBERS, SHRUBS & SHRUBLETS 
SHRUBS. Comprising of a broad range of types of roses that are very bushy and tall (1.2m and over). Being repeat 

flowering bushes they are great as gap fillers and for hedges.  

We recommend adding in some  

ican 24-Plus Slow Food at planting time.  

This will provide your plants with  

24 months of balanced feeding as and when they 

need it—it carries on feeding when you forget.  

The controlled release fertiliser acts with 

temperature to provide more fertiliser when the 

plant growth is active and less when it's not. 

No Mess – No Fuss – No Waste 
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SHRUBLETS. These are small bush roses about 1m x 1m in size. Very easy care as they will carry on flowering 

whether they are pruned or not. A trim with the hedge shears will do for these beauties.  

MINIATURE / PATIO BUSH.  Patios are smaller in leaf, flower and bush size from the hybrid tea and floribunda. 

These roses are great for pots, patios, garden, and look good at ground level or as a mini standard. Flowers can 

be picked and you have varieties with the formal hybrid tea form and the blousy floribunda bunches. Not so 

many of these are fragrant. 

 

AVILA PALACE  5SR  Deep pink and light red blooms on a cluster-flowered bloom form that 

flushes throughout the season. 

BUFF BEAUTY  2MA  Rich apricot blooms that flower continuously throughout the season. 

Can be grown as a shrub or small climber. Lovely fragrance with very 

healthy foliage and not very thorny. 

BEEHIVE GOLD  5MA  Clusters of bright yellow, double blooms all summer long. It is an eye 

catching addition to any garden or container and is also good grown 

as a standard. It is easy to grow with dark green foliage, good disease 

tolerance and is upright growing to a medium height. 

CARMEN PARADE  5SR  Dark red, small buds. Dark foliage. Very healthy patio rose. Perfect 

rose to grow in pots and tiny gardens. 

CELTIC HONEY  5SR  Warm apricot salmon buds opening to pure symmetrically shaped 

blooms of non-fading honey toned apricot. Good strong grower. 

COPPER BUTTERFLIES  5MA  Unique, large semi-double terracotta blooms with yellow reverse 

petals and lovely briar fragrance. A healthy, vigorous grower it can 

also be trained as a climber! Bred in NZ by Bob Matthews. 1.. 

CUTIE PIE  5SR  Simply adorable miniature rose, repeat blooming in masses of petite 

coral peach flowers. Ideal for smaller spaces or for planting in a pot 

with compact and healthy, bushy growth. An international award 

winner bred by American rose breeder Tom Carruth. Approx. 85cm.  

DALTONS GOLD MINI/ 

PATIO 

5SR  Perfect golden buds open to uniquely formed fragrant blooms. 

Repeats well all season.  

HOT & SASSY  5MA  This one of a kind miniature rose brings attitude to the garden with 

clusters of distinctive burnt toffee orange flowers, opening with golden 

centres. A compact bushy plant ideal for planting in smaller spaces. 

KAIKOURA MINI/ 

PATIO 

5SR  An outstanding Patio Rose with bright orange red blooms. 

KAITERI GOLD  5SR  Semi double soft golden yellow flowers fading paler. Free flowering 

and moderately vigorous. Nice foliage. 

LITTLE OPAL  5SR  Little Opal covers itself in well formed, pale pink blooms all summer 

long. It has nice long stems for a patio and great foliage. Grows 60-

80cm high but can reach a metre or more in ideal conditions. 

LITTLE SUNSET  3MA  Clusters of yellow and orange flowers, with a light perfume. Good 

disease resistance. 

LOVING TOUCH  5SR  Exquisite, deep apricot, double, fragrant blooms on elegant single 

stems. The blooms gently fade to a paler tones in the height of 

summer. Healthy, disease resistant foliage. 
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MAGIC SHOW  5MA  Magical two-toned miniature blooms of cream edged with strawberry 

pink. Perfectly formed buds make a delightful display. Grows approx. 

80cm.  

MINNIE PEARL  5SR  Long elegant buds open to perfect shaped blooms of pale pink with a 

deeper edge. Bushes are upright and well shaped. Mild Fragrance. 

MOPPET  5MA  Simply delightful and quite unique panicle like clusters of petite 

pretty-pink rosettes. This easy-care rose is ideal for landscaping, 

repeat flowering and virtually thornless! Bred in New Zealand by Carl 

Dibley. Grows approx. 80cm.  

MY SISTER RED PATIO   Showy, compact, patio rose with masses of bright, fire engine red 

blooms from summer through to autumn. Described as well behaved 

and named in special memory of the breeder's (late) sister Marie. 

Plant in a group or in a special container. 

MY SISTER WHITE  5SR  Same as above but with white flowers instead of red. 

PRECIOUS PET  5MA  Lovely delicate pink-lilac semi-double flowers dance in profusion on 

this bushy plant. Delightful for landscapes, garden or tub. Fragrant. 

Bred by Bob Matthews. Grows approx. 1m.  

PINOCCHIO SHRUBLET 5SR  Beautiful orange pink double cupped slightly fragrant flowers. Repeat 

flowering. Grows 90cm. 

POWDERPUFF SHRUBLET 5SR  Dainty small soft pink flowers cover the striking foliage of this vigorous 

plant. A bushy, spreading growing habit to approx 1m makes it a 

gorgeous gap filler. The petite blooms are lovely for picking and floral 

decoration. Bred by Kordes Rosen of Germany. 

REBEL SPIRIT   5MA 

 

Kordes 

 Spectacular, award winning shrub with clusters of true red single 

flowers revealing golden stamens. Easy care, healthy Highly 

recommended in any garden. Bred by Kordes Rosen of Germany. 

RHAPOSIDY IN BLUE  5SR  This is a really pretty rose that has continuous clusters of semi-double 

soft purple blooms that fade out to a smoky, slate blue. The nice 

fragrance adds extra enhancement. The foliage is a soft matt green. 

Can be group planted as a landscape shrub or hedge. 

SCENTASIA  5SR  Bred in NZ, this sweet little patio rose has soft creamy white blooms 

of exquisite form. The centre of the rose has a soft glow of apricot. As 

you would expect from the name the blooms are beautifully fragrant. 

Excellent as a cut flower and the foliage shows good disease 

resistance. 

STARDUST  5MA  Petite multi-petal blooms of berry-pink striped with cream, repeat 

flower in clusters borne on long stems - fun for something different 

to pick! Rich dark foliage, robust growing plant. A unique addition to 

the patio climber range. Bred in NZ by Bob Matthews. 

SUGAR PLUM  5SR  This rose has small, perfectly formed, double, magenta purple flowers 

with a light fragrance. A healthy and vigorous climber that repeats 

well. Plant in full sun and feed regularly throughout the growing 

season. 

SWEET DREAM    Clusters of delicate apricot blush blooms makes a pretty picture, for 

borders, pots or the vase. A dream to have in the garden. 80cm.  
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THANK YOU  5SR  This pretty, fragrant rose has small double soft pink flowers. Compact 

healthy growth and a profuse and perpetual flowering habit. An ideal 

container rose and the perfect way to say thank you to that special 

someone. 

THE FAIRY Shrublet 5SR  Pretty pink small rosette like flowers in clusters which just keep 

flowering, make a good show. The hardy plant adapts well to most 

conditions. Height 90cm – 1m. 

WARM WELCOME  2MA  A beautiful Patio Climber, covered from top to bottom with lively 

orange flowers. 

     

BOURBON NOISETTE ROSE 
Our Bourbon Rose collection features meticulously cultivated varieties known for their rich heritage, exceptional 

hardiness, and exquisite fragrance. Experience the beauty and resilience of these classic roses that have stood 

the test of time, bringing elegance and charm to gardens and bouquets alike. 

SOU de LOUIS  5SR  Medium Lilac-Pink coloured flowers which are highly and spicy 

scented. This rose produces in great masses. Strong Healthy bush. 

SOU de MONSIEUR 

BRUEIL 

 5SR  Deep Pink, Large double bloom form. Blooms in flushes throughout 

the season. Fragrant. 

SOU de DR JAMAIN  5SR   Velvety port-wine coloured blooms that are semi double, cupped and 

richly fragrant. The stems are virtually thorn-less. The blooms which 

repeat well do not like full sun so this rose should be given a semi-

shaded position. 

DAVID AUSTIN/ENGLISH BUSH 
Originating from old fashioned roses crossed with modern hybrids, David Austin/English Roses give the best of 

both worlds. They offer repeat flowering, fragrance, an old fashioned type shrubby plant for hedges, mixed 

borders and general use. 

ABRAHAM DARBY . 10SR  Cupped flowers, soft peachy pink and pale yellow reverse with a 

strong rich fragrance. Repeat flowering. 1-1.5m.  

AUSBORD 

syn Gertrude Jekyll 

ENGLISH 20SR  Beautiful rich pink flowers of old rose formation. Tall, vigorous 

growth. Delightful strong flavour.  

BATHSHEBA DA 4MA  Apricot-yellow buds open to shallowly cupped, many petalled rosettes 

with creamy outer petals. Superb floral fragrance, with hints of honey 

and tea. Repeat flowering on a bushy plant with a climbing habit up to 

3m. 

BOSCOBEL AUSTIN S/O  Rich salmon flowers start as red buds which open first to pretty cups, 

gradually developing into blooms of classic rosette formation. Delightful 

myrrh fragrance has a hawthorn character with hints of elderflower, pear 

and almond. 

BROTHER CADFAEL  10SR  Bears very large, globular, clear pink flowers, reminiscent of peonies. 

Despite their size, they are never clumsy and are held nicely upright 

on the plant. There is a particularly strong and rich Old Rose fragrance. 
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CHARLOTTE DA 5SR  Soft yellow cup shaped blooms neatly poised on a bushy free-

branching shrub. 

CHARLES DAWIN  5SR  Another excellent rose from David Austin of England. The large double 

blooms are a shade of yellow that I would describe as old gold. Very 

fragrant so plant where you will enjoy the perfume. Broad spreading 

vigorous growth and good disease resistance. Plenty of blooms. 

DAME JUDY DENCH DA 5MA  Named after one of Britain’s most beloved stars of stage and screen 

with enchanting, informal rosettes of warm apricot. Repeat flowering 

with a soft fragrance. Shrub type growth with mid-green foliage. 

DESDEMONA  10MA  Peachy pink buds open to beautiful, white, chalice-shaped blooms, 

with a pinkish hue. The incurved petals create an arresting interplay 

of light and shadow. The strong Old Rose fragrance has hints of 

almond blossom, cucumber and lemon zest. 

FALSTAFF  5SR  Named after a Shakespearean character this beautiful rose smells as 

delicious as it looks. Large, cupped blooms of rich dark crimson fading 

to a pleasing rich purple. Really lovely and repeats well. 

GERTRUDE JEKYLL 

Sy AUSBORD  

 20SR 

 

 Beautiful, rich pink flowers of Old Rose formation. Tall, vigorous 

growth. Delightful strong fragrance. Tall height. Strong fragrance. 

GLAMIS CASTLE AUSTIN 5SR  Considered to be the best white Austin rose. A generous amount of 

textured petals combine to form beautiful, cupped pure white flowers 

with just a hint of cream in the centre. Delicious myrrh fragrance. 

Named after the childhood home of the Queen Mother. 1992. 

GOLDEN CELEBRATION DA 5SR  A large deeply cupped rich golden yellow flower. Glossy dark green 

foliage, an ideal shrub rose. Very fragrant. 

GRACE DA 5SR  Lovely pure apricot flowers – darker in the middle, paler towards the 

edges. They form perfect rosettes with reflexed outer petals and a 

warm Tea scent. A branching shrub; its growth is broad and arching. 

GRAHAM THOMAS 

syn Asthmas 

 20SR  Strong fragrance, medium cupped, rich pure yellow double flowers, 

upright bushy growth. Makes an excellent climber. 2m. Old fashioned 

form. Scented. 2m. 

HAPPY CHILD  5SR  'Happy Child' is a lovely medium yellow rose with pretty cupped 

blooms that have an excellent fragrance. Slightly arching growth 

habit. Repeats well. A lovely rose to celebrate a birth or special 

occasion in a child's life. 

IMOGEN 

 

 

ENGLISH/ 

DA 

5MA  Bears pretty, lightly scented, pale yellow blooms, fading almost to 

cream. The many delicately frilled petals are arranged around a 

button eye. It forms a sturdy, quite upright shrub with glossy foliage. 

JAMES L AUSTIN  10SR  Bears large, many petalled, deep pink rosettes, each with a button 

eye. There is a light-medium strength fruity fragrance. It forms a neat 

and tidy shrub with a bushy, upright habit. 

JUBLIEE CELEBRATION  5SR  This rose was bred to celebrate Queen Elizabeth's Golden Jubilee. 

Beautiful domed blooms shaded salmon pink with a golden under-

tone. A fresh fruity fragrance will delight the senses. A good continuity 

of blooms on a healthy vigorous bush. 
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JUDE THE OBSCURE  5SR  A very free-flowering rose, bearing very large, incurved, chalice-

shaped flowers. The petals are medium yellow on the inside and pale 

yellow on the outside. Its outstanding fragrance is extremely strong 

with a delicious fruity note reminiscent of guava and sweet white 

wine. It forms an upright shrub, with bushy growth and light green 

leaves. David Austin, 1995. 

KATHRYN MORLEY  5SR  This beautiful Rose is often a favourite, and you are sure to love it too. 

Continuous blooms of softest pink with a delicate fruity fragrance will 

delight you through-out the summer. The flowers are double and 

cupped. Plant in a group for high impact. 

LEANDER  5SR  A hardy rose that can be trained as a small climber. Dark green foliage 

is off set by beautiful blooms that are a soft apricot/pink. The flowers 

are strongly scented. Continuous flowering through-out the summer. 

L D BRAITHWAITE AUSTIN 5SR  A handsome red rose that does not fade as quickly as some in the 

summer sun. Large blooms with an informal cupped shape and a 

delicious fragrance. Dark green foliage, not too many thorns and 

generally healthy. Named for Mr Austin's father-in-law.  

LITCHFIELD ANGEL  10SR  Pale peachy pink buds gradually open to form neatly cupped, cream 

rosettes. Each bloom has a perfect ring of waxy petals enclosing 

numerous smaller petals. Eventually the petals turn back to form a 

large, domed flower. 

MARY ROSE ENGLISH/

DA 

10SR  Attractive, rose pink, loose-petalled flowers of medium size. The 

delicious fragrance is of Old Rose character with a hint of honey and 

almond blossom. It forms a well-shaped, twiggy shrub with nice 

foliage. 

MUNSTEADWOOD  5GA  The light crimson buds open to reveal large, deep velvet crimson 

blooms that are beautifully fragrant. The blooms are double, full and 

cupped and can only be described as 'yum'. Repeats well and shows 

good disease resistance. 

PRINCESS ANN  10SR  Has a unique character and a very special beauty. The young flower is 

deep pink, almost red, gradually fading to a pure deep pink as the 

bloom matures. The undersides of the petals have a pleasing hint of 

yellow. The petals are rather narrow and unusually substantial. 

OLIVA ROSE  10SR  An excellent plant all round with highly fragrant rosette blooms that 

are shallowly cupped, soft pink rosettes. Strong, pleasing, fruity 

fragrance. Vigorous growth and good repeat flowering. Exceptionally 

healthy and disease resistant. 

RADIO TIMES  5SR  If you like pink you will love this rose. Vibrant mid pink blooms with a 

strong fragrance are large, fully double and delightful. Not a large 

bush so place towards the front of the border. 

ROALD DAHL 

 

AUSTIN 5MA  Soft orange-red buds open to medium-sized, cupped rosettes of 

perfect apricot colouring. Very robust & healthy with a lovely fruity 

tea scent.  
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SHARIFA ASMA 5SR The subtle charms of this lovely rose will simply delight you as you 

watch the beautifully cupped blooms open to perfect rosettes. The 

pale, pearly pink petals emit a delightful myrrh fragrance. Lovely. This 

rose appreciates light dappled shade in the afternoons. 

THE LADY GARDENER  10SR  Warm apricot blooms paling with a blush fade around outer edges. 

Delightful tea fragrance. Repeat flowering with compact, bushy 

growth. 

THE PILGRIM  5SR  Perfect rosette shaped flowers of soft yellow The outer petals are 

slightly paler than the centre. The blooms that are freely produced 

have a nice delicate fragrance. Very reliable with strong growth habit. 

A great addition to any garden. 

THE ENDEVOUR  5SR  Fully double salmon pink blooms with a strong fruity fragrance and a 

very floriferous (i.e. flowers a lot) habit make this rose one to add to 

the must have list. Strong, healthy, disease resistant foliage. 

TRANQUITY  10SR  The beautifully rounded flowers and neatly placed petals make up a 

perfect rosette. The buds show light yellow, the flowers open to pure 

white, with a light apple fragrance. It has excellent vigour and health. 

It has typical light green Musk Rose foliage and is almost thornless. 

OLD FASHIONED BUSH 
These roses are from pre 1940. They include hybrid tea, centifolias, rugosas, moss, bourbon and hybrid musk 

types. All have their own characteristics of flower sizes, shapes, fragrances, some with plant growth that spreads, 

some with beautiful hips and thorns, recurrent flowering or others that flower only once over summer. 

BUFF BEAUTY  5SR  Double flowers of medium apricot-gold that repeat on a hardy bush. 

Very sweet scent. A charming rose that stood the test of time. c.1939 

FAITHFUL COMPANION  5SR  A pretty rose with semi-double flowers of soft yellow/orange that 

fade to a gentle yellow/pink. Nearly always in flower and the blooms 

weather really well. A lovely gift to use as a special memorial. 

MOPPET  5SR  Simply delightful and quite unique panicle like clusters of petite 

pretty-pink rosettes. This easy-care rose is ideal for landscaping, 

repeat flowering and virtually thornless! 

MUTABILIS  10SS  Tipo Ideale', or Rosa Turkestanica Flowers of honey-yellow to orange 

and red continuously produced. 1m. 

RHAPSODY IN BLUE  5SR  Iridescent purple that fades to slate blue. Closest yet to a blue rose, 

semi double. Flowers over long period with a sweet scent. 

RUGOSA LINDA 

CAMPBELL 

RUGOSA   A Hybrid Rugosa with the toughness of rugosa roses that will put up 

with harsh conditions. A lovely deep red flower with frilly petals. Very 

free flowering. 

SALLY HOLMES  10SR 

 

 Clusters of large, single flowers literally cover the plant repeatedly. 

Creamy-Lemon, paling to white, fragrant blooms on a strong growing 

shrub. 

STANDARDS – MINI – 45Omm 
Ideal for planting in pots on the patio, & for adding an extra dynamic to your garden. Ensure to stake them well. 
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APRICOT SENSATION    Soft attractive flowers fading from a strong apricot centre to soft pink 

edges.  

A GARDENERS DREAM  5MA  Charming clusters of fragrant apricot blooms with vintage ruffle form. 

An easy care plant, this multiple flowering beauty lives up to its name 

in every way, making it a gardener’s dream! 

A MOMENT IN TIME  5MA  Elegant blush champagne blooms in new vintage flower form. Healthy 

easy care rose with outstanding foliage. Ideal for your garden or 

bouquet. 

BERRY NICE  5MA  Bred by Bob Matthews. Berry magenta-pink flowers cover this bushy 

easy-care plant. Makes a lovely display all season. 

CUPID  5GA  Cupid is a small cherry red patio rose which smothers itself with 

masses of flowers. A healthy bush that has a compact and slightly 

spreading form that looks great as a standard. 

CUPPA TEA  2MA  Clusters of antique platinum blooms opening in changing shades of 

warm lilac to pink. Plants are bushy, healthy and have mid-green 

foliage. 

DESMONDA  5MA  Peachy pink buds open to beautiful, white, chalice-shaped blooms, 

with a pinkish hue. Strong Old Rose fragrance has hints of almond 

blossom, cucumber and lemon zest. It forms a neat, rounded, bushy 

shrub. 

EARTH ANGEL  3MA  A heavenly perfume emanates from this multi award winning rose, 

with unique tightly cupped blooms of pure white revealing a soft 

blush pink centre. Outstanding healthy shrub with mid green foliage, 

repeat flowering. 

ENGIMA  5MA  Truly one of a kind blooms of terracotta fading to dusky pink. Amazing 

for picking with distinctive ruffle form. Multiple blooming on a super 

healthy, light fragrance, bushy plant with glossy foliage. 

EYE CAND  5GA  NZ bred by Rob Somerfield Eye Candy offers plentiful clusters of soft 

medium pink blooms. It has a tidy compact growth habit and is an 

extremely healthy rose. 

FAIRY TALE MAGIC  3MA  An award-winning rose that displays soft pink, old world style blooms 

with a touch of apricot and an enchanting fragrance. Fairytale Magic 

will show bushy, vigorous growth on an extremely healthy upright 

bush. 

FIREBALL  5GA  Showy orange blooms with a white reverse. Masses of blooms form 

large clusters on long stems and have a lovely fragrance. Petals fall 

cleanly so the bush always looks tidy. Upright habit and dark glossy 

leaves with good disease resistance and very few thorns. 

GREEN WITH ENVY  5GA  Green With Envy will delight with tight, long lasting buds that have a 

touch of colour and open to gorgeous green blooms. Flowers last long 

on the bush and in a vase. Complimentary colour that looks good with 

any combination. Free flowering. 

HOKEY POKEY 

My Rose 

 5MA  Clusters of fragrant honeycomb coloured blooms, produced in 

beautiful multi-petal, unique tightly quartered formation. This repeat 

flowering, easy care bushy plant has dark glossy foliage. 
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ICEBERG  5GA  Clusters of pure white blooms which keep flowering. Strong grower, 

disease resistant. Ever popular, a New Zealand best seller. 

IMOGEN  5MA  Bears pretty, lightly scented, pale yellow blooms, fading almost to 

cream. The many delicately frilled petals are arranged around a 

button eye. It forms a sturdy, quite upright shrub with glossy foliage 

LITTLE MISS PERFECT  5GA  Very large blooms. Lovely coral blooms smother the bush making the 

matte green foliage invisible at times.  

LUMINIS    Clear white cup shaped flowers that repeat all season and ooze with 

sweet fruity fragrance. Striking glossy foliage. Originally named for the 

St John Eye Hospital of Jerusalem. 

MY BEST MATE  5MA  Wonderful clusters of rich red swirling blooms in continuous flower 

above glossy foliage. Easy care plant, making the perfect gift for your 

best mate. Bred by Bob Matthews. 

MY DAD  5MA  Stunning clusters of golden yellow on an easy care plant, glossy 

foliage. 

MY GRANDMA  5MA  Beautiful lilac pink flowers with divine fragrance. Named for our 

Grandma Lewanna, the multi-petal vintage style blooms are 

repeatedly produced on a compact, robust plant. 

MY MUM  5MA  Stunning blend of coral, apricot and pink. Super healthy bush with an 

abundance of blooms all season. A special rose for your Mum. 

MY SWEETHEART 

 

 5MA  Simply gorgeous, multi-petal blooms in tones of dusky pink, radiating 

with sweet fragrance. Lovely for picking and a superbly healthy plant, 

this repeat flowering beauty makes a wonderful gift. Bred in NZ by 

Bob Matthews as part of the easy care ‘My Rose Collection’ range. 

MY SISTER  2MA  Brilliant rich fire engine red flowers en mass repeatedly cover this easy-

care bushy plant. Named in memory of Bob's late sister, Marie. 

PINK RIBBON  5MA  Supporting Breast Cancer Foundation NZ this truly beautiful rose 

creates an outstanding, continuous display of soft pink cupped shaped 

blooms on a healthy, very compact bushy plant. 

PURE & SIMPLE  5MA  Simply gorgeous, free flowering softly cupped, blush pink, white 

blooms with hints of warm apricot. Robust growing, easy-care bushy 

plant with glossy foliage. 

ST MARY ROSE  5GA  A Serendipity - Flower Carpet cross that has produced a gorgeous 

medium sized bushy rose with delicious Creamy yellow flowers that are 

produced abundantly and accompanied by a delicate fragrance. 

SNOW BUNNY   5MA  Dazzling clusters of petite snow-white blooms completely smother this 

compact growing easy-care plant. Lovely for growing in pot, repeat 

flowering with bushy, mid-green foliage. 

STANDARDS – 800mm 
Standards are the same as bush in every way, just 800mm off the ground. They are a fantastic for adding another 

dimension to your garden. An easy way to create an impact through height and colour. They look lovely up an 

driveway, or try planting either side of an entrance way. Make sure to have them well staked. 
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A GARDENER’S DREAM  5MA  Charming clusters of fragrant apricot blooms with vintage ruffle form. 

This easy-care, multiple flowering beauty lives up to its name in every 

way, making it a gardener’s dream! 

A MOMENT IN TIME  5MA  Elegant blush champagne blooms in new vintage flower form. Healthy 

easy care rose with outstanding foliage. Ideal for your garden or 

bouquet. 

ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS  3MA  Abutter gold colour & old fashioned form with a strong liquorice 

fragrance & wonderful health. Top American Award winner. 

AOTEAROA  5MA  Pink buds open to large salmon blooms. Tall, scented. 

BERRY NICE  4MA  Dazzling shades of berry magenta-pink flowers smother this bushy 

easy-care plant. Makes a show stopping display all season. Award 

Winner. 

BLACKBERRY NIP  5MA  Deep unfading purple blooms of medium size on long stems, ideal for 

picking. Flowers early and repeats well, with dark silver-grey foliage. 

Powerful old-fashioned fragrance. 

BLUE SEPTEMBER  3MA  Petals in hues of lilac blue, shift in shades as they age. Fragrant blooms 

open to display bee friendly stamens. Easy care plant with few thorns. 

Repeat flowering. Named for Prostate Cancer Foundation NZ. 

CAPPUCHINO  5MA  Unique antique pink buds open into coffee blooms aging with hints of 

blush pink. A floral artist's dream, this distinctively stunning rose is 

ideal for picking. Repeat flowering, robust grower. Bred by Bob 

Matthews. 

CRIMSON BOUQUET  5MA  A superb new generation no-spray, super healthy rose. Dazzling, 

vibrant crimson blooms carried well clear of the foliage on a very 

sturdy but compact bush. 

CUPPA TEA  5MA  Clusters of antique platinum blooms opening in changing shades of 

warm lilac to pink. Plants are bushy, healthy and have mid-green 

foliage. 

DESMONDA  3MA  An exquisitely beautiful DA rose. Peachy pink buds open to beautiful, 

white, chalice-shaped blooms, with a pinkish hue. Strong Old Rose 

fragrance has hints of almond blossom, cucumber and lemon zest. It 

forms a neat, rounded, bushy shrub. 

DOUBLE DELIGHT  5MA  Double Delight, hybrid tea, white edged with ruby red, repeat flowers 

and fragrant. 

EARTH ANGEL  5MA  A heavenly perfume emanates from this multi award winning rose, 

with unique tightly cupped blooms of pure white revealing a soft 

blush pink centre. Outstanding healthy shrub with mid green foliage, 

repeat flowering. 

ENIGMA  5MA  Truly one of a kind blooms of terracotta fading to dusky pink. Amazing 

for picking with distinctive ruffle form. Multiple blooming on a super 

healthy, light fragrance, bushy plant with glossy foliage. 

FAIRYTALE MAGIC  5MA  Enchanting blooms of soft blush pink with hints of apricot, this award 

winner casts a spell in any garden with its lovely fragrance, multi-petal 

form and easy-care nature. Bushy plant with dark green foliage. 

Moderate fragrance. Blooms in flushes throughout the season. 
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FAITHFUL FRIEND  5MA  The warm golden apricot blooms with a swirl of petals, set on rich 

glossy green foliage is ideal in any garden setting. 

GARDEN DELIGHT 
Kordes Rose Selection 

 5MA  The name says it all! This showstopper displays warm tropical toned 

clusters of orange blended with yellow. An award-winning addition to 

your garden. Bushy plant with mid green foliage. Bred by renowned 

Kordes Roses of Germany. 

GLORIOUS  5MA 

 

 

 

 The name says it all! Glorious large yellow blooms shimmer above 

with glossy green foliage. Superbly healthy plant which is easy to 

grow. Ideal for picking. Winner of NZ Rose of Year in 2006. 

GRANDMA’S ROSE  5GA  This rose clothes itself with stunningly beautiful red-purple flowers 

that open into an old fashioned style. The dark green glossy foliage 

compliments the blooms well and it is a highly fragrant variety. 

GRAHAM THOMAS  3MA  Everyone just loves Graham Thomas because he is so generous with 

his blooms which are lightly scented. He always looks his best with 

warm, golden yellow blooms set against mid green foliage. He's also 

very reliable and a top performer. 

HAMILTON GARDENS  3MA  Perfectly formed, large spiralled flowers in scrumptious blends of 

cream, apricot, peach and salmon. Superb for picking, repeat flowering. 

Wonderfully healthy, sturdy growth. Named for the renowned 

Hamilton Gardens. 

HEAVEN SCENT  5MA  Luscious, heavy, fragrance oozes from every pore of this perfectly 

formed flower. Superb for picking and a vigorous grower. 

HOKEY POKEY  5MA   

ICEBERG  30MA  Clusters of pure white blooms which keep flowering. Strong grower, 

disease resistant. Ever popular, a New Zealand best seller. 

IMOGEN  5MA  Bears pretty, lightly scented, pale yellow blooms, fading almost to 

cream. The many delicately frilled petals are arranged around a 

button eye. It forms a sturdy, quite upright shrub with glossy foliage 

LEGEND  5MA  Large honey apricot blooms of perfect bud form, unfurling into a swirl 

of petals with a rich fragrance. Robust plant with even compact 

growth. Great for picking. Repeat flowering. Bred in NZ by Bob 

Matthews. 

LEMON & LIME  5GA  The glowing florescent cream blooms with lime tinges are distinctive 

and certainly make a statement. Good repeat flowering, fragrant and 

generally healthy. 

LOVING MEMORY  5MA  Large perfect blooms of cherry red colour with strong stems. A tall 

upright bush with glossy green foliage, moderately scented with show 

potential. 

MARGARET MERRIL  5MA  There probably aren't enough superlatives to describe this excellent 

white rose. The petals are richly textured with just a little blush of 

colour in the centre offset by warm bronze stamens. Multi award 

winner including one for fragrance. 
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MY BEST MATE  5MA  Wonderful clusters of rich red swirling blooms in continuous flower 

above glossy foliage. Easy care plant, making the perfect gift for your 

best mate. Bred by Bob Matthews. 

MY DAD 

 
My Rose Selection 

 5MA 

 

 

 Stunning clusters of golden yellow flowers are produced on this easy 

care plant with glossy foliage.  The perfect rose to honour your Dad.   

MY GIRL  7TB  Large pink / lilac blooms with lovely spiral centres adorn this compact 

growing bush. Very healthy and not very thorny. Gorgeous as a cut 

flower. 

MY GRANDMA 

 
My Rose Selection 

 5MA  Beautiful lilac pink flowers with divine fragrance. Named for our 

Grandma Lewanna, the multi-petal vintage style blooms repeat flower 

on a robust, easy-care plant. Lovely for picking. Bred by Bob 

Matthews. 

MY MUM 

 
My Rose Selection 

 5MA  This rose is a blend of coral, apricot and pink. Super healthy bush with 

an abundance of blooms. A special rose for your Mum. 

MY SWEETHEART 

 
My Rose Selection 

 5MA  Simply gorgeous, multi-petal blooms in tones of dusky pink, radiating 

with sweet fragrance. Lovely for picking and a superbly healthy plant, 

this repeat flowering beauty makes a wonderful gift. 

MY TREASURE 

 
My Rose Selection 

 5MA  A superb easy-care rose providing a bounty of repeat flowering 

apricot golden blooms with open ruffle form. Very bushy plant with 

lush green foliage. 

NIGHTLIGHT  5GA  Night Light produces a large number of lemon yellow blooms with 

outer petals ageing to cream. A compact bush of medium height with 

dark glossy foliage. 

PADDY STEPHENS  5MA  Blends of Pink and orange well-formed blooms on a robust, healthy 

bush. Great upright growth. A firm favourite in Kiwi gardens. 

POPE JOHN PAUL  5MA  Pure white blooms with a very strong fragrance stand out on the mid 

green foliage showing bronze red when new. A well-shaped bushy 

plant. 

OUTTA THE BLUE  5MA  You will love this rose as it is seldom out of bloom and it has a delicious 

spicy clove fragrance. The flowers are shaded purple and mauve. They 

have creamy white centre and a light reverse on the petals that 

ensures the blooms really stand out. 

PURE & SIMPLE  4MA  Simply gorgeous, free flowering softly cupped, blush pink white 

blooms with hints of warm apricot.  Robust growing, easy-care bushy 

plant with glossy foliage. 

RENEGADE  5MA  Glowing hot orange tipped blooms with yellow centres makes this 

rose stand out from the crowd! Multi international award winner bred 

in France by Pierre Orard. Repeat flowering with a light fragrance. 

Robust growing plant. 

THE LADY GARDENER  5MA  Large, full petalled, rich apricot blooms. Strong and delicious tea 

fragrance. Repeat flowers quickly. Very healthy. Good disease 

resistance, Repeat flowering and highly fragrant. 
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VINTAGE MISS  5MA  A rewarding rose of rich shades of pink and tones of apricot. Vintage 

cup shaped flowers with a delightful soft fragrance make this creation 

hard to resist. Repeat flowering. 

WISH COME TRUE  5MA  Exquisite soft lemon to creamy white cupped blooms create a magical 

garden display with refreshing fragrance, free flowering, superb 

health and glossy foliage. Created by Bob Matthews in celebration of 

the 75th anniversary of Matthews Nurseries Ltd in 2022. 

     

PILLAR ROSES 
A GARDENER’S DREAM  N/A  Charming clusters of fragrant apricot blooms with vintage ruffle form. 

An easy care plant, this multiple flowering beauty lives up to its name 

in every way, making it a gardener’s dream! Bred in NZ by Bob 

Matthews. Named for Wanganui Garden Centre. Height 1.1m 

We recommend adding in some ican 24-Plus Slow Food at planting time.  

This will provide your plants with 24 months of balanced feeding as and when they 

need it — it carries on feeding when you forget.  

The controlled release fertiliser acts with temperature to provide more fertiliser 

when the plant growth is active and less when it's not. 

No Mess – No Fuss – No Waste 

 




